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A comprehensive fire
protection concept
keeps the transformer
substation safe at the
Riffgat wind farm

THE CUSTOMER
A comprehensive fire protection concept safeguards the
transformer substation from fire risks at the Riffgat wind
farm, located 15 km north-west of Borkum.

Equipped with fire protection technology WAGNER:
The transformer substation at the Riffgat wind farm
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special challenge.
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THE SOLUTION
All-round protection featuring very early smoke detection,
fire prevention, extinguishing technology and a fire risk
management system.
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“A FINELY TUNED SOLUTION”

SYSTEM OVERVIEW
An interview

AIR SAMPLING SMOKE DETECTOR

with Michael
Kind, Head of the

TITANUS®

WAGNER Group’s
Hamburg/Hanover

■ Maximum sensitivity for earliest

branch office

possible fire detection
■ Dual detector dependency
■ False alarm-proof

What were the special challenges in
planning the fire prevention system?
Offshore wind parks are unmanned. Complicated accessibility made it necessary to provide
fire prevention solutions that will work regardless of when the emergency teams arrive. The

OXYGEN REDUCTION

emphasis of the planning was on safeguarding
OxyReduct®

the operation without having to shut down
the system. Therefore the solution was fire

■ generates nitrogen on-site

prevention – in combination with different sys-

directly from the ambient air
■ keeps the oxygen concentration
at a constantly low level
■ reduces the risk of fire breaking
out and limits the spreading
of a fire

tems co-ordinated with each other to provide
all-round protection.
What‘s special about this concept?
Standard fire prevention solutions only include
basic equipment. A finely tuned solution
was therefore implemented, combining early
smoke detection, fire prevention, gas extingu-

GAS EXTINGUISHING

ishing technology, sprinkler and foam extinguishing systems – all continuously monitored
FirExting® with nitrogen

from a hazard management system on the

■ for quick release in

mainland. The project made almost exclusive

protected area
■ The inert gas nitrogen is
distributed homogeneously
■ extinguishes the fire effectively
without leaving any residue
behind

use of WAGNER’s own products.
What distinct advantages are provided
with oxygen reduction by means of
OxyReduct®?
OxyReduct® offers the major advantage that
a protective atmosphere can be created with
the controlled supply of nitrogen, which

RISK MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
VisuLAN®

■ monitors the networked fire
protection systems
■ enables reliable remote
monitoring and diagnosis
■ provides a valuable time
advantage in emergencies with
an overview and defined
courses of action

effectively protects complete areas against
the effects of a fire. This makes it possible to
maintain the reduced oxygen level indefinitely, because the nitrogen is extracted from
the room’s air. In the Riffgat offshore wind
park, OxyReduct® is intended to ensure that
fire prevention can be maintained after a gas
extinguishing system has been triggered until
the emergency teams have arrived on site.
And that may take a while, depending on the
circumstances.
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